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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THE L,-genus of a closed, compact, oriented, differentiable (i.e. Cm) Q/c-manifold, MS’, is 
a rational linear combination of the Pontrjagin numbers of Mlk, which according to Hirze- 
bruch, in 121, is equal to the index of MJk: hence, it is an invariant of oriented homotopy 
type. The chief result of this paper is 
THEOREM (1). The L,-genus is, up to a rational multiple, the only rational linear com- 
bination ofpontrjagin numbers that is an oriented homotopy t.vpe inrariant. 
For the proof, consider, in the oriented cobordism ring, R* (see [12]), the ideal, I*, 
generated by all [M - M’] E R”, n r 0, such that M and M’ are of the same oriented homo- 
topy type. Clearly, 
I’” c ker L,. (1) 
We prove, in $2~$6, 
THEOREM (2). For el;ery k > 1, there exist elements [A4 - M’] E ZAk such that sk[.M - M’] 
# 0. 
Here, sk denotes a certain, well-known:, integral linear combination of Pontrjagin 
numbers. Results of Thorn, [12], now imply that the classes [M - M’] may be considered 
as ring generators of !S*@ Q; indeed, we have the following 
COROLLARY. G*@ Q _v Q[Y’,X”,Xi2....],where Y’#Z’@ QandXJkE14k@ Q,k > 1. 
ProoJ. The fact that _0*@ Q has the above form for X’k~Z1k@ Q, k > 1, follows 
immediately from Theorem (2), above, and results of Thorn in 1121. It only remains to 
finda Y’en4@ Qsuchthats,[Y’] #O;for,then,L,(YS) =fs,(Y’) # 0,sothat Y4$ZAk@ Q, 
(cf. relation (1)). But, any choice of a non-zero Y4 will do, for, as is well-known, R” 2: 2, 
and st : R4 -+ Z is non-trivial. Q.E.D. 
t An earlier version of this paper, entitled On Oriented Cobordism Class and Homotopy Type, was pre- 
sented to the faculty of Princeton University in candidacy for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. I am 
greatly indebted to my thesis advisor, Professor John Milnor. 
$ Letting 0‘ denote the it” elementary symmetric polynomial in indeterminates, II, . . . , tk, let sk(01, . ,Ok) 
denote the polynomial in 01 which expresses thesum ttk +- I tk k. For [.M] c fW,lets&W] denote the evalua- 
tion of sk(pr(M), . , pdkf)) on the orientation class of .W. where pt(&f) is the it” Pontrjagin class of M. 
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Now, considering f2’“@ Q as a vector space over Q (and L, as a linear functional 
Rak@ Q- Q), the above corollary implies that for k 2 1, dimension (Ilk@ Q) 2 dimension 
(Rlk@ Q) - 1 = dimension (ker L,). That is, using (I), 
IJkQ Q = ker L,, k 2 1. (2) 
But, using the same argument for any other non-trivial linear combination of Pontrjagin 
numbers that is a homotopy type invariant, R,, k 2 1, ker R, will satisfy relation (2) above. 
Hence, for k 2 1, R, is a rational multiple of L,. For k = 1. there is only one Pontrjagin 
number, SO that, in that case, Theorem (1) is trivial. 
The above argument, thus, completes the proof that Theorem (2) implies Theorem (l), 
and, therefore, it reduces our task to that of constructing closed manifolds of dimension 
4k, k > 1, M and ;M’, of the same oriented homotopy type, so that s,[M - M’] # 0. 
Theorem (2) shows that oriented homotopy type does not determine oriented cobordism 
class for manifoids of dimension 4k, k > 1. In all other dimensions, of course, oriented 
homotopy type does determine oriented cobordism class: for in dimensions $0 mod 4, 
Stiefel-Whitney numbers determine cobordism class, [14], and these, as Wu has shown, 
are homotopy invariants: in dimension 4, Stiefel-Whitney numbers and pi determine 
oriented cobordism class; but pi = 3L,, which is an oriented homotopy type invariant. 
Theorem (2) extends a result of Tamura [l I], who provides the desired closed mani- 
folds of dimension S. His results are used to find appropriate manifolds of dimension 12. 
Manifolds of dimension 4k, k > 3, are obtained by adjoining discs to certain spaces of 
Milnor [7]. 
Other results concerning the structure of I* will appear in a later paper. 
$2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let E’ denote the subset of Hilbert space? consisting of pointsp = (si, .Y~, .. . ) satisfy- 
ing .yj = 0 for_j > r. Let p(” denote the point (yi, yz, . . . ) satisfying yj = a,,, the Kronecker 
delta. Let 6 denote the origin of Hilbert space. Given p E E’ and E > 0, let D?‘J, E) denote 
the subset of ail points P’E E’ satisfying 1 p-p’ j I E, where 1 1 denotes the standard metric on 
E’. Let s’-i(p, E) denote the point set boundary of D’(p, E) in the standard topology 
induced from the metric topology of E’. Abbreviate Dr(o’, E) (resp. S”(G, E)) to D’(E) 
(resp. S’-‘(E)) and D’(1) (resp. .Y-‘(1)) to D’ (resp. Sr-i). 
Let SO,, the special orthogonal group in r variables, act on E’ in the obvious way. 
We identify it with the subgroup of SO,+ L that leaves fixed p(‘+i). 
All manifolds considered in this paper will be compact, oriented, and differentiable 
(i.e. Cm); they will be called, simply, “manifolds.” A closed r-manifold having the homo- 
topy type of S’ is called a hamotop~ r-sphere. An r-manifold homeomorphic to S’ will be 
called spherical. In [IO], Smale shows that every honrotopy r-sphere, r > 4, is sphericn1. 
t Real Hilbert space. 
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Moreover, two such homotopy spheres are diffeomorphic, according to Smale, if and only 
if they are h-cobordunt, in the sense of Kenzire and Milnor, [-!I. ;\lilnor [6], and Kervaire 
and Milnor [4], investigate the structure of the group, a,, of h-cobordism classes of horno- 
topy n-spheres, with respect to the operation of connected sum, +. Among other results, 
it is shown that 0, isjinite for II # 3. According to Smale’s results, as described above, 0, 
may be interpreted as the group of diffeomorphism classes of spherical n-manifolds. 
Smale shows further that, up to diffeomorphism, any spherical n-manifold, n > 4, can 
be obtained by the follokkiing very natural procedure: let f: S"-' + .S"-' be a diffeomor- 
phism. Letting A and B be disjoint copies of D”. form the adjunction space A u,B. 
According to Lemma (3.1), below, A u,-B has a natural structure as a differentiable manifold. 
Clearly, it is spherical. It is called a rrrYsted sphere ~.ith tlc,irtfand bvritten as lZf(f) . Now, 
let n,,(Aut .Y1) denote the group of diffeotopy classes of diffeomorphisms S”-’ -+ s”-’ 
with respect to the operation of composition [8]. Then, Milnor [S] shows that the cor- 
respondence f -+ M(f) defines a homomorphism q(Aut S”-I) -+ O,, which we denote by hf. 
The work of Smale shows that M is onto, for n > 4. 
It will be useful to think of D”” x S” u S” x D”+’ as being obtained from disjoint 
copies of LY+’ x S” and S” x Dn”, respectively, adjoined via the identity map i : S” 
/ 
x S” -+ S” x S”. Other diffeomorphisms, S” x S” -+ S” x S”, will be used to obtain other 
adjunction manifolds, Dmcl x S”u,S” x D”+‘, which will be, in fact, twisted spheres. 
Tn $6, below, we shall make use of the following family of maps: 
Let q’ : (U, ST-‘) 4 (Y, -p(‘+ l)) wrap D’ around S’ in the following way: q,(O) 
= P (r+l); cp, wraps rays of D’(t) uniformly around great circles (the ray in o’(i) joining 
0 to pus’-’ is wrapped around the great circle joining p(‘+‘) and 2~) so that D’(4) 
- S’-‘(f) is mapped topologically onto S’ - { - p(‘+“) and Sr-‘(i) is sent to - p"+"; 
extend cp’ to D’ by sending the rest of D’ to - pfrf*). Denote by i, the class of cp’ in z,(Y). 
For a definition of the following terms and symbols, the reader is referred to [5], [12], 
and [3]: Pontrjagin classes and numbers, index of a manifold, oriented cobordism ring, 
L,-genus (pi and pi, . . . pi,, 5, R*, and L,, respectively). For a survey of some of the more 
recent results concerning the above terms the reader is referred to [9]. 
53. A STANDARD CONSTRUCTION 
f 
Let M, and M, be n-manifolds-with-boundary, and let dM, --f Z:tf2 be an orientation 
preserving diffeomorphism. Then, 
LEMMA (3.1). ( see [6]). The adjunction space M, u,M, can be gicen a differentiable 
structure, unique up to difleomorphism, compatible Jvith the differentiable structures of Ml 
i, 
and M, (i.e. such that the injections M, -+ M, uJ &i, are imbeddings, r = 1, 2.) 
Orient iM, u/M2 so that i, : M, -+ M, u/M, is orientation preserving. Assume, further- 
more,that aM,is sphex-ical,a = 1,2. The followingresult describes thewell-known relationship 
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between the Pontrjagin numbers? and indices of 1M, and Mz and those of JJ, u,.$12. 
The remaining lemmas do the same for the relationship between the homotopy type of 
M, and ‘M2 and that of M, u,M2. Proofs will be omitted. 
LEMMA (3.2). Let M,, Mz, f be as above. Then, if n = 4r, (i) pi, . . pi,[M, u/Ml] 
= pi, . . pi,[M, - MJ, for ecery partition (i,, , i,) of r for which tn > 1 ; 
(ii) T[M, U/M,] = T[kf, - M,]; 
(iii) p,[M, u,MJ = d-,'(t[M, u#,] - L,(pl, . . , P~-~, 0) [M, - &I,]), where ci, = 
22’(2*‘- 1 - 1) 
(2,) ! 
B,, B, being the rth Bernoulli number, and L, is the Hirzebruch polvnomial (see 
[31, P. 13). 
LEMMA (3.3). Let M, and N, be simply connected n-manifblds with spherical boundaries, 
n > 1, such that (M,, aM,) is of the same oriented flomotopy type as (IV,, aNA, r = 1, 2. 
Let f : dM, + aM2 (resp. g : JN, + aN2) be an orientation preserving flomeomorphism. Tfjen, 
M, ulMZ is of the same oriented homotopy type as N, u,?Vz. 
We can weaken the above hypotheses by the following 
LEMMA (3.4). Let X and Y be separable metric ANR’s (absolute neighborhood retracts), 
/ 9 
and let A c X and B c Y be closed ANR subspaces. Let A -+ B and X -+ Y be homotopy 
equivalences uch that the following diagram homotopy commutes: 
A-B 
n n 
x--b Y 
9 
Then the pair (X, A) is homotopically equivalent to tfre pair ( Y, B). 
$4. CERTAIN MANIFOLDS WITH SPHERICAL BOUNDARIES 
To prove Theorem (2), and, consequently, our main result, Theorem (l), we must 
construct certain closed 4r-manifolds for r > 1. For r = 2, Tamura constructs the desired 
manifolds, in [l I], as stated in the introduction; the extension of his results to the special 
case r = 3 is accomplished in the appendix to this paper., + For r > 3, the desired manifolds 
are obtained by adjoining 4r-discs to certain manifolds with spherical boundaries con- 
structed by Milnor in [7]. In this section, Milnor’s construction is briefly described, and 
the main facts about the resulting manifolds are listed. For slightly more detail, the reader 
is referred to [7]. 
(4.1) The manifolds E (CL, fi). 
Given a class QE n,(SO,) (resp., /IE rc,(SO,)), let tl : S” --f SO, (resp., /I : S” + SO,,,) 
7 Recall that the Pontrjagin numbers of the bounded manifold, M I, are obtained from the relative 
classes in H+(Ml, &%41) corresponding to the Pontrjagin classes in H*(Ml) via the natural isomorphism 
H~(M,, aM1) --f Hx(M& k < n. Similar considerations apply to the index of MI. 
$ In the case r = 3, the techniques of the following sections will not apply, for in that case, the manifolds 
F(cz, 8) (see 4.6) have s3 numbers equal to zero (that is, the homomorphism C;,X : xdSOs) --f 2 has a trivial 
image-see 4.5 and [7].) 
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denote, as well, a differentiable map which is its representative. Let I’ (resp., /?‘) denote 
the image of r (resp., B) under the inclusion x,(SO,)+ z,,,(SO,~~) (resp., x,(SO,) + 
n,(SO,+,)). The class r’ (resp., 8’) is represented by the map i3 CY : S” -+ SO,+1 (rap., 
i?jl : S”+SO m+l). where i is the inclusion SO, + SO,,1 (resp., SO,,, -+ SO,.,) described 
in $2. 
Define maps a: S” x LY”-+Sm x LY” and b: D'"+' x S"+ DmC1 x S" by the 
following: 
a(.r, ty) = (x, (i: Y) (x).(ty)) = (x, f(ioz) (x).y), and 
b(t.5 A = ((i 2 B) (~1. (t-4, Y) = (f(i 0 B) (~4. y, Y), 
where the dot denotes the action of the special orthogonal group. Take the disjoint union 
of three copies of Dmfl x Dncl and identify their points by means of the maps ST x 0”:’ 
B b 
--t Sm x D"ll and D'LJ+' x S;+D~" x S;. Straighten angles and smooth the adjunc- 
tion space. The result is an nz + n + 2 manifold, which we call E(r, P)t. 
PROPOSITION (4.3). dE(cr, ,!?) is spherical. 
Proof. See [7]. 
Notice that in each of the spaces E(cY, /I) there are differentiably imbedded copies of 
S mtl and S”+l, namely, the submanifolds II:+’ x {~l}u,D~+l x CO,> and (0,) x 
P3+’ u,{&} x D;+', respectively. These two submanifolds intersect at (Gz, G2). Let 
Li: DT+' x {~i}-+S"+l , i = 1, 2 be defined as follows: 
&(“*, . . . , x,+ 1 0,) = (S‘, . . . 1 %,I? JCl - c xj,) 
J-zb ‘, ) .K,“L’) &) = (x-1, .. . 3 ht+ 1, - ‘(1 \i - c x;,, 
j 
They combine to give a particular diffeomorphism 
A: q+’ x {O,> u, II’;+’ x {G,] -+ y+l. 
Definep:{O,) x D;"u~{;)~) x D'if'+Snil similarly. Then, we have 
PROPOSITION (4.3). lftV2, II 2 1, lk’tl ;-‘(S”lT’) V /l-‘(s n+l ) $ is a deformation retract 
OfEk 8). 
Proof. First note, as Milnor does in [7], that the inclusion %-l(Smfl) v ,-‘(S”+‘) c E 
f .&?(a, 8) depends, up to diffeomorphism, only on a E~~(.SO~,) and fl in@&). 
$ The “\J” notation is somewhat imprecise here. It is used merely to emphasize the one point inter- 
section of the manifolds in question. 
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induces isomorphisms of homology groups. Using the homology exact sequence of the pair 
(E, ,-‘(Yr) v ,n_‘(S”“)), we conclude that H,(E, ,-‘(.Smt’) v ~1~‘(s”“)) 5 0, for all k. 
Since both spaces are simply connected, compact, AYR’s, a result of Whitehead ([16], 
Lemma (4)) implies that n,(E, ,-‘(.Yi’) v ;f-r(.S”+‘)) 2 0, for all k. Hence, by another 
result of Whitehead in the same paper, j.-‘(.Sm”) v n-l(.Ytl) is a deformation retract of 
E. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma will be useful in 56. 
LEMMA (4.4). Let A be a (strong) defornlution retract of X. Then, any retraction, 
s : X + A, is a (strong) deformation retraction. Moreover, any taco retractions are homotopic. 
Proof. Let I,Y (resp., I,,,) denote the identity map of X (resp., A). Let i : A + X denote 
the inclusion map, r : X-A, a (strong) deformation retraction, and s : X-+ A, an arbitrary 
retraction. We prove the second statement first. We have: 
s=s=I,~5s3iOr=I~3r=r. 
To prove the first statement, we just repeat the above chain with i3s replacing s. That is, 
ixs=ics31,Y-iCsOi5r=ii1~3r=i~3r-I,Y. 
Both homotopies in this chain keep points of A in A. If r is a strong deformation retrac- 
tion, then these points are kept fixed. Q.E.D. 
(4.5) The Pontrjagin numbers of E (2, /I). 
We consider now only those tn + tz + 2 manifolds, E(Y, /II), for which (m, n) is either 
(4k - 1,4k - 1) or (4k - 1,4k + 3), k > 1. Note that E(r, /?), having the homotopy type 
of S”” v S”+‘, has only one Pontrjagin number, namely, pm+, !l’p,,+ 1j1 [El. 
In order to compute this number, consider the homomorphism b,,, : rr,(SO,) --*Z 
(resp., j,,, : n,(SO,) -+Z) defined as follows: Em,“(o) is the Pontrjagin number of the 
SO,-bundle over Smfl whose characteristic map represents cr. 
Then, it is not hard to see that 
~m+1/-L.~n+,,s[E(rl> B)l = ~2p’,,,(4~P,,,,,(P) (3) 
For convenience, we tabulate the groups n,(SO,) and rc,(SO,) in the cases that interest 
us: 
(4k - I, 4k - 1) (4k- 1,4k+3) 
%GO”) Z Z 
%(SO,“) Z Z + z, 
k>l 
Now, a theorem of Bott [7], and a lemma of Milnor [7], state that in the above cases, 
pm.” and &, are non-trivial homomorphisms. This implies that the images of p,,, and 
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p,,, are infinite cyclic and that their kernels are zero, except for that of jjlki 3,at-I, which 
is isomorphic to 2:. 
(1.6) The closed manifolds F(r,fl) and their s,,,+,,~,.+ numbers 
We again restrict (m, n) to the two cases described in 4.5. We leave to $5 the task of 
determining those pairs (r, fl) for \vhich ?E(x, p) is diffeomorphic to SmCnC1. For such 
pairs, we may define closed (m + n + 3)-manifolds, F(Y, 8) = E(r,lj) ubDmfni2, where 
S” LnC1 s dE is some diffeomorphism. In $6, tve classify these manifolds according to 
homotopy type and, finally, complete the proof of Theorem (2) (with the exception of the 
gap covered in the appendix). Here, we assume that pairs of classes (2, ,0) and (5, B) have 
been determined so that ?E(Y, j) and ?E(r, p) are diffeomorphic to Smeni’ and so that the 
resulting closed manifolds, F(r, fi) and F(?,fl), are homotopically equivalent. We now 
determine the numbers s,,+.+~,‘JF(Y(, /?) - F(2, j?)]. 
Since p,(F(r, 8)) = 0, for i # m + l/4, n + l/4, IM + II + 2/4, (see 3.2) it is not hard to 
show, using (for example) the recursive definition of s,,,+,+~;~ (see [13], p. 81), that 
s,,, * 
(k(p: - 2p,,)[F(~(, /?)I, for (m, n) = (41i - 1,4k - 1) 
“” “‘(” ‘)’ = i~(?X: + l)(p,+ ipk - pZk+ ,)[F(s, p)], for (ni, n) = (41i - 1, 4xI + 3) 
Then, using the expression for prnL nA2,A given by 3.2 and evaluating the polynomial 
L ,n+n+Zfl [7], we obtain 
S”, i 
!i df .d:‘p’[E(r /?)I - 7_d,‘r[E(.a, fl)], for (01, II) = (4k - 1, 4/i - 1). 
,,+2:jCFir9 8)1 = [(ri; + i;ii.’ I. k-.l 
IiLCh’ 2h+ ll)k+ ,PkcE(r*, b)l - d,: ,r[E(% f’>l, 
for (m, n) = (4k - 1, 4k + 3). 
where di is as in 3.2. 
Now, using the fact that s(E(r, fi)) = 0 [7], and using equation (3), we obtain 
s m-n + 2,4CF(% B)l = * 2cP,“,n(J)P..“,(B)> 
and, finally, 
s n,tn t 2,3CF(Z. P) - F(% hl = * qfim.“(a”.mm - Pm.n(CoPn.m~P~). (4)
where c = li.di .dikkl, for (m, n) = (41i - 1, 4k- I), and 
c =(X + l)dk+,.dk.d,‘+,, for (ni, IZ) = (4k - 1, 4k + 3). 
45. THE DIFFJZOMORPHIShI CLASS OF ?E(q8) 
Recall that in $2 we referred to the groups n,(Aut Y-l) and O,, and we defined an 
onto homomorphism, n,(Aut S”-‘) -5 0,. We now relate these groups to the manifolds 
of $4 by 
LEMMA (5.1) [cf. 2 I]. There exists a bilinear pairing 
Tc,,(SO,) x n,(SO,) 5 27,(Alff A=+“) 
such that M(H(r, /?)) is represented by ?E(Y, fl). 
Before we prove 5.1, we state and prove the following important 
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COROLLARY (5.2). Let (m, n) equaf either (4k - I, 4k - 1) or (4k - 1, 4k + 3), k > 1 
i%en, there is a subgroup 
G “Jl = n,(SO,)O %(SO”) 
of rank 1, such that ifz @ BE G”,n, then dE(r, p) is cliqeomorphic to Smfnfr. 
Proof. Define B by the universal property for tensor products, so that the following 
diagram commutes : 
.Vf 1 !I 
I /’ If / 
~“(SO”) ‘s n,Wm)’ 
Let G”,” = ker g. Since emfntl is finite and (cf. chart in $4.5) n”(S0,) and n,(SO”> 
have rank 1, ker R has rank 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of (5.1). Recall that aE(a, fl) is the smooth manifold D”+’ x S” u b- 1O12 S” x D”+‘, 
where b and a are maps S” x S” -+ S” x S” given by a(,~, y) = (x(i, a) (.u).y) and b(x, y) 
=((iO /?) (y)*.~, y) (cf. $4.1). We shall find it convenient to replace dE(r, p) by the diffeo- 
morphic manifold D”+’ x S”U~_,~~-~~~~,,S” x D”+‘. To see that the former is diffeo- 
morphic to the latter, we define a specific diffeomorphism, which we shall use later in $6: 
namely, let k : D”‘l x s” u,-lah-,3aobS” x DnC1 + JE(r, j3) be given by 
k(tx, Y) = (t(i 0 B) ti) . -x, r> (x, y) E S” x S” 
k(x, ty) = (x, t(iO a) (x)-y) Oltll (5) 
Letting ST (resp., Sm+) denote the hemisphere of S” (resp., S”) whose points (x1, x2, . .> 
satisfy .Y”+ 1 2 0 (resp., x,+ r _ > 0), we shall find it convenient and without restriction on the 
generality of our proof to assume that a (resp., p) is concentrated on S’J (resp., ST); that 
is, a (resp., /?) takes the other hemisphere, X!!(resp., X), to the identity transformation in 
SO”(resp., SO,). Then, we have: 
n-‘.6-‘on5b(x,y)=(~,y),for(.u,y)~S”, x9+. 
Now, choose a small neighborhood U, in S” x S”, of the cell ST x Sn+, and choose a 
diffeomorphism 
D”+t x S” vi S” x D”+r _d, S”+n+r 
(6) 
satisfying d(U) c Sm+“. Define a diffeomorphism Smfn 5 Sm+” as follows: 
h(d(u)) = doa-lob-l O a O b(u), for d(u) E d( (I); h ] S”+” - d(U) = the identity map. 
Let H(a, /?) be the diffeotopy class of h. Clearly, M(h), the twisted m + n + l-sphere with 
twist h, is diffeomorphic to Dmf’ x s” u,-~,~_~~,,~~S” x Dnfl, Hence, dE(r, /I) represents 
M(H(a, b)). See [8], L emma [4.2] for the proof that H depends bilinearly on z and b. 
Q.E.D. 
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56. THE HOMOTOPY CLA!S OF X(x,/?) c &IX,/?) 
Let f : S”+“+’ -+ ZE(a, /?) be any orientation preserving homeomorphism, and let 
G(x, B) be the adjunction space E(r, 8) u,-D~+“~~. If r @ /3 E G,, (see 5.2), then f may be 
chosen as a diffeomorphism, and the space G(sc, fi), then, has a differentiable structure 
making it into one of the closed manifolds, F(z, /3), described in 4.6. In this section, we 
classify the spaces G(cc, fl) with respect to homotopy type. We assume m, n z 1. 
The homotopy type of G(r, /?) does not depend on the particular choice of orientation 
preserving homeomorphism,f, since any two such maps are homotopic. Indeed, it depends 
only on the homotopy class of ZE(sr, /J) c E(r, 8). We make this more precise. as follows: 
let f be as above, let r : E(r, 8) + 1-l (Sm+i) v p-‘(S”‘l) be any retraction, and let 
v : A-‘(S”‘+‘) v p-‘(S”+‘) -+ Smcl v Snfl be the obvious homeomorphism; then, the 
homotopy class in 
Tc m+n+l(Sm+l V s”+‘) = 7cm+n+l(Sm+“+1)  rcm+“+I(Smfl) + 7-cm+n+1(Sn+1) 
represented by v9rof is independent of the particular choice of v, f and r.7 We shall call 
this class, the homotopy class of dE(r, p) c E(a, @). We then have the following 
LEMMA (6.1). The homoropy classes of dE(a, fi) c .17(x,/3) and dE(cl, p) c E(C, fI> are equal 
only ifG((r, p) is of the same oriented homotopy type as G(& p). 
Proof: Suppose that the above classes are equal. Then, the following diagram is 
homotopy commutative : 
y+n+l 
//’ 
WdoiB) 
\:, 
W@, 8, 
E; B) 
; 
EG) 
Y-r \ 
L 
rLr* 
S m+1 v Sncl 
Using Proposition (4.3), Lemma (4.4), and Lemmas (3.3) and (3.4) the result is immediate. 
Q.E.D. 
Let [ ,] denote the standard Whitehead product, J, the Whitehead homomorphism, 
and E, the Freudenthal “Einhangung” homomorphism. Then, we have the important 
PROPOSITION (6.2). The homotopy 
[im+l, i,+I ] + (- l)‘-‘i,+,oE(J(a)) 
We postpone the proof of (6.2). 
COROLLARY (6.3). Let (m, n) be 
class of aE(r, @) c E(r, /?) is 
- bltl” E(J@))j, wherei = (m + 1) (n + 1). 
either (4k- 1,4/i- 1) or (4k- 1,4k+3), k> 1. 
There exist subgroups H,,,,, c n,(SO,) and H,,, c TI,(SO,), of rank 1, such that if tL - Cr E H,,,, 
and B - BE K,,,,, then G(r, fI> is of the same oriented homotopy type as G(fi p,). 
t See 4.3 and 4.4. 
$ See 52 for the definition of &,,+I and &+I. 
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Proof. Let Jm,n : n,(SO,) -+ nmin(S”) and J,,, : n,(SO,) -+ z~_~(.S~) be the Whitehead 
homomorphisms. Let H,.,(resp., H,,,) equal ker J ,“,= (resp., ker J,,,). Since, for (m, n) 
restricted as stated in the hypotheses, R,,,,,(Y) and rimCn(Sm) are finite and ;i,(SO,) and 
rc,(SO,) have rank 1 (see the chart in (4.5)), H,,, and Hn,,, have rank 1, as required. The 
remaining conclusions follow from (6.1) and (6.2). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem (2). Let 1’ : n,(SO,) x n,(SO,) + 1r,(S0,) 0 x,(SO,) be the canoni- 
cal projection. Consider the group G,,, of (5.2). If (m, n) is restricted as in the hypotheses 
of (6.3), it is easy to see that (H,,, x H,.,) no-‘(G “,,“) is infinite (cf. chart in 4.5, 5.2, and 
6.3)). That is, there are infinitely many pairs (Y, p) such that: (i) SE(r, fl) is diffeomorphic 
to Sm+“+i; and (ii) G(r, /3) has the homotopy type of G(0, 0), where 0 denotes the identity 
in n,(SO,) (or n,(SO,)). By (i), G(r, ,@ may be taken to be a closed m + n + 2-manifold 
F(r, B). Now, the s,,,+~+~/~ number of F(r, fi) - F(0, 0) is given by (see (4.6)): 
s ~+~+Z,-L[F(Y, B) - F(O> WI = +~cA,,,(4A.m(B). 
It is not hard to see that TV and /j’ can be chosen so that this expression is non-zero. Except 
for the case treated in the appendix, this completes the proof of Theorem (2). 
(6.4) Remark. Notice that F(0, 0) can be taken to be the manifold Sm” x Pi’. 
Hence, we can change Theorem (2) to read: 
THEOREM (2'). For k > 3, there exists a closed 4k-manifold M. homotopicaliy equicalent 
IS” x Szk, if k is ecen 
lo )S2’-’ x Szkf2, ifk is odd, 
such thaf sk[M] # 0. 
To motivate the proof of (6.2), it will be useful to define the notion of a generalized 
(J. H. C.) Whitehead product. 
Given classes CL, !?, 11, v in n,(SO,+,), rr,(SO,,+i), ~?,+i(x), and rr,+i(X), respectively, 
denote their representatives, S” + SO,, I S” --f SO,+,, (D’+‘, S’) -+ (X, .x0). i = m, n, by 
r, 8, p, v, respectively. Then, define the class (r, /?, IL, v) in TI,,+,+ ,(X) as that represented 
by the map 
11 : D’” + ’ x S”uJ” x D”” --+X 
NtX, Y) = P((tPO?) .4) 
/1(x, ty) = v((tr(x) .y)), 
where 0 I t 2 I, (x,J)ES”’ x S”. J. H. C. Whitehead defines this class in [17]. G. W. 
Whitehead shows, in [15], that 
LEMMA (6.5). {IX, p, 11, v) = [p, V] + (- l)jv .J@) + 11 OJ(/?), irhere j = (m + 1) (n + 1). 
The idea of the proof of (6.2) is to define maps f : DmL’ x s” uiSm x Dn+’ -+ dE and 
v 0 r : ZE + Smcl v Sni’, described in the opening paragraph of this section, so that v 3 rgf 
is readily identifiable as a representative of {z’, p’, im+l, incLj, where i,+,(resp., i,+l) is 
defined in $2, and a’(resp., /?‘) is defined in 94 as the image of z(resp., /I) under the inclu- 
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sion n,(SO,) ---* il ,,,(SOnil) (resp., n,(SO,) - n,(SO,_,)). Then, (6.5) and well-known 
relation 
EJ(r) = -J(z’) (resp. E ;J(/l) = -J(b’)) 
yield the desired result (note that in the cases in which we are interested. the j =(m+ I) 
(n + l), of Lemma (6.5), is even). 
Proof of (6.2). Recall, as in (5.1), that dE(-l, B) is the smooth manifold Dm” x 
S” ub-,.Jm x Dnil where a and b are defined as in (5.1). Let v : ;.-'(SmL1) v p-'(.Yf') + 
s m+l "Sncl be the obvious homeomorphism and let cp,, + , , cp, +, , be defined as in $1. 
We define maps 
D In+’ x S” uiS”’ x DeL’ I’ D”‘-’ x S” u,,_, ,h_>,o,hS”’ x D”” 
--h 
l CE r j_-l(SWI+l) 
-_, 
v p-y.Y-‘) 
as follows : 
\’ 0 r(ts, y) = (Pm+ ,(t.r) (where (s, ~)E.Y” x S” 
v 3 T(.Y, tJJ> = fp” + 1 (f.v) land Ostr 1: 
it is not hard to show that r extends to a retraction E---t i.-‘(S”“) v /,-‘(.Yf’); 
k is defined by (5) in the proof of (5.1) : 
f’ is any orientation preserving homeomorphism satisfying: 
.f’(ts, Y) = (IS, Y) 
f’(x, ty) = (s, ty) 
for (x.~)ES” x S” and 0 I t I+: we define such an f’ explicitly, below.. 
Then, 
\‘arokof’(ts,J) = cp”*+l(t(iop)O’)~S) 
I’ O r O k Of’(s, fy) = rp, + l(t(iO z) (I) .,v), 
for (x, v) E S” x S” and 0 5 t I +; whereas, for i I t I 1, v3 r j k o f ‘(t-y, .v) = v c r c k ,f’ 
(I, ry) = (-p(m+l), -p’““‘).t 
Clearly, v 0 r 1 k, f’ represents the class 
Ci,,& I7 i,,+ I ]+(--l)ji,+,,J(l’)+i,,;,nJ(B’)= 
Cimfl. in+* ] + (- l)‘-‘i,, , j E(Jjz)) - i,,+I D E(J(/?)). 
Hence, the proof will be complete when we define explicitly the homeomorphism j’. 
LEMMA (6.6). There exists n horneomorphism 
f’ 
D m+l x s” ui 5”’ x D”’ i A--, D”‘+’ x s” u, s’” X D”+‘, 
\rhrre y = a-’ 3 6-l O a o 6, satisfying 
/(ts, V) = (tx, 4’) 
f (.u, ty) = (.u, ty) 
i See the beginning of 92 for a definition of pim-‘). We are thinking of S”-’ v S”r’ C .S”-l X Sfzr’ 
tvith basepoint (-p(m-u, -p(“-1)). 
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Proof. A rigorous proof will be omitted to avoid notational complications. For an 
intuitive idea of the proof, think of Dm” x S”u iS” x D”+’ as the standard sphere 
s “‘+“+I,? and think of D”” x Sk,.S” x Dni’ as the twisted sphere M(h); this is what 
we did in the proof of (5.1). Furthermore, we may assume, as we did in (5.1), that 
h : Sm+” + Smfn is the identity mappin g outside some open (m + n)-cell. Indeed, since 
E(r, /?) depends, up to diffeomorphism, only on the homotopy classes of the maps 
Ci : S” -+ SO, and p : S” -+ SO,,,, we may, without loss of generality, assume that h is the 
identity mapping outside some art&at-if)> mm// open (m + n)-cell; call it U. Note that the 
closure of U is disjoint from the closed subset, ‘-1, of Sm+“+’ corresponding to D”“‘(+) x 
s” u i S” x D”“(4) via d. 
An obvious way to define a homeomorphism S”‘+“+’ -+ M(h) is to map the lower 
hemisphere of Sm+“+l onto that of M(h) by the identity map. Map the boundary of the 
upper hemisphere of Smfn+l onto that of M(II) via /I-‘. Then suspend via great circles 
from any point p, in the interior of the upper hemisphere, mapping p E Sm+“+’ to p E M(h). 
The portion of Sm+“+l that is not “left fixed” by this homeomorphism is precisely the 
set of points in the great circle wedge between p and U. However, choosing U small enough 
and p close enough to U, this wedge may be shrunk so that it does not meet A. Q.E.D. 
t 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
Use the diffeomorphism d : Dm-l x .S” ULV x Dn-1 -7 Sm+“‘l, defined in (5.1). 
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APPENDIX: SOME 12-MKVIFOLDS 
In this appendix, we construct an infinite sequence of closed 1Lmanifolds homo- 
topically equivalent to the quaternion projective 3-space and having distinct sJ numbers. 
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Tamura announced, without proof, a similar result. in [I I]: in that paper, he proved the 
following theorem, on which we base our construction: 
THEOREM (I I ). There exists an infinite sequence of closed. connected &manifolds of the 
same oriented homotopy type as P’(K), the quaternion projectile plane. I2foreol:er, let 
A={i~Z~i~Otnod12andi(if1)~Omod%).Th en, rr’e may use .4 to index the sequence 
(call it {M, 1 iE.4)) so that p,(.tl,) = + 2(X + 1)~~ and p,(M,) = l/2(4(2 + 1)’ + 45)$, 
rrlhere zi is the generator of H‘L(:Mi), iE A, appearing as the image of the canonical class 
~sH’(P’(K)) d un er a map induced by some oriented homotopy equivalence. 
Remark. The ambiguity in sign in the expression for pl(Mi) can be eliminated using, 
for example, the results of Atiyah and Hirzebruch in [l]. This, of course, is equivalent to 
saying that the class ri is unambiguously defined. The sign should be positive. 
COROLLARY. There exists an infinite sequence of closed, connected, 8-mumfolds of the 
same oriented homotopy type hut with distinct s2 numbers. 
Recall that P’(K) is the space of all quaternion lines through the origin in quaternion 
3-space, K’. Let ,4 c Z be as in the Theorem above. We define spaces Mi, J,, Ni and 
maps.6, gi, n,, iE A as follows: 
(i) Let M,, = P’(K), 
N, = {(x,y)~M~ x K3)y~x,)yl I 11, 
J, = ((x,y)~M~ x K31y~x,IyI = I>, 
710 : No --t MO be the canonical projection; 
J !J 
(ii) Let Mi, ieA, i # 0, be the sequence described in the Theorem above. Let M, : MO A Mi 
be differentiable oriented homotopy equivalences. 
Let Ni = ((s, Y)EM~ x K3/y~fi(x),IyI I l), 
J; = {(x, y)E Mi x K3(yEfi(S),(yl = I), 
xi : Ni -+ Mi be the canonical projection. 
We do not prove the following easy 
LEMMA (1). Ni can he gicen the structure of an oriented C”-mumfold with boundary Ji 
such that rti is dtifferentiable. 
Notice that Ni is just the total space of the disc bundle vi induced byfi from the canoni- 
cal disc bundle q. (whose total space is No) over MO. Let fi : Ni -+ N, be the canonical map 
covering fi. Then we have, 
LEMMA (2). 3i : (N,,Ji)-(N,,J,-,) IS an oriented homotopy equivalence of pairs. 
Proof. Let Nf be the total space of the bundle over MO induced by gi from vi, and let 
N,! --t No be the canonical map covering gi. We have the commutative diagram 
81 
Ni’ -+ Ni L:, No 
/nI (ir/ ino 
1 1 I 
MO -- Mi ----c MO 
41 /L 
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Now j; 3gi - i,,. Hence, by the covering homotopy property, ri 0E - h, a bundle 
equivalence. Note that this latter homotopy, being a bundle homotopy, maps fibres 
homeomot-phically onto fibres, so that at each stage of the homotopy aN( + 8N0. There- 
fore, we have 
Ji 0 gi , h - ’ - i,v,, (11 
such that this homotopy is also a bundle homotopy, thus mapping J, into J, at each stage. 
Now consider the commutative diagram 
I, h-1 2, 
‘Vi -+ iv, -+ IV ; - lYi 
Ini ITO \‘I l,“i 
M,- Mo---, At, ----, Iv, 
fi ihro Pi 
As before, we get a homotopy keeping Ji in Ji, connecting gi,ll-r >Ii and a bundle equi- 
valence, k. Now, 
li2 YBi5~1-‘of?ii3i,/~-13fl:-gi,h-1?_iVli. 
That is, k2 N k, hence, k - i,,,i. Since all the maps involved are bundle maps, the homo- 
topy between k and i,v, keeps Ji in Ji. Hence, 
gi 0 h-r ~fi N i,,i (2) 
such that this homotopy keeps Ji in Ji. Combining (1) and (2), we get that fi is, indeed, 
a homotopy equivalence. Q.E.D. 
Now, it is clear, from the definition, that J,, is spherical. Hence, Ji, being of the same 
homotopy type as J, is also spherical (see $2). Let Go: .S” + Ji be orientation preserving 
homeomorphisms. Then, combining Lemmas (2) and (3.3), we have 
COROLLARY to LEMMA (2). For iEA, IV~U,~ D I2 is of the oriented homotopy type as 
N, u,, D”. 
Let pi = rr:(zi) and let p(N,) denote the total Pontrjagin class of the tangent bundle 
of N,. Then, we have.: 
LEMMA 3. For iEA, p(N,) = 1 + 4i(i + l)Bi + 4/7((4i2 + 18i + 21)/j’:. 
Proof. The result follows from the well-known relationship between p(NJ, p(M,) and 
p(ql) . p(M,) is given by Tamura’s theorem, and, it is easy to show that ~(17~) = (1 + al)‘. 
The rest is left to the reader. 
COROLLARY to LE.MMA (3). Let i E A be such that the attaching map oi : S” -+ Ji can 
be chosen to be a difleomorphism. Then Ni u,, D” is a closed manifold and 
s,[Ni Y$~~] = 56/31(20i3 + 3Oi” - 21i -I- 31). 
The proof, a straightforward computation, will be omitted. 
It now remains to determine those i for which bi can be chosen to be a diffeomorphism. 
LEMMA (4). ci can be chosen as a d@?omorphism if and only if i is congruent to one of 
the following mod 5208 : 
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0,216, 1224.2322,3192,4200. 
Proof. The proof is an exact analogue of Tamura’s method in (261, the only difference 
being computational. The reader is referred to that paper. 
PROPOSITIOS. There exists an infinite sequence of‘ closed, oriented 12-manifolds, homo- 
topically equicalent to P3(K), with distinct s3 numbers. 
Proof. The assertion follows from Lemma (4) and the corollaries to Lemmas (2) and 
(3); note that !VO u,,DLz is homotopically equivalent to P3(K). Q.E.D. 
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